
Long multiplication and area models
Worksheet
Today we are learning about long multiplication. 
This is similar to short multiplication, however 
there are a few extra steps.

Long multiplication happens when we are 
multiplying by a 2 digit number or higher. 
for example, 

225 x 23 

Step 1: 
Start by writing out your equation

   2 2 5 
x    2 3

Step 2:
complete a short multiplication with just 
the ones column. For us this would be 3. 

   2 2 5 
x    2 3

6 7 5

   2 2 5 
x    2 3 

6 7 5 
  4 5 0 0

Step 3:
Next I focus on the number in the tens column. 
For us this number is 2. Because the 2 is in the 
tens column I need to place a 0 in my ones 
column.

   2 2 5 
x    2 3 

6 7 5 
 0

Step 4: Finally, I add my 2 answers together 
to find my  final  and correct answer. 

   2 2 5 
x    2 3 

6 7 5  
+ 4 5 0 0

5 1 7 5
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Warm up - Doubling and halving
Use adapted bar model to help solve the following calculations.

25

50

100

50 100 100



Area Model - Your turn!
Work out the calculation
Complete the area model



Talk Task - Sketching area models
1. Sketch the dienes to make an area model
2. Complete the area model
3. Work out the product for the calculation



Formal Long multiplication
Concrete and pictorial representations

680



Formal Long multiplication
Concrete and pictorial representations

160400

560



Use Long multiplication to solve these equations 

Remember your derived facts and multiplying by multiples of 10

Sketching an area model is optional but recommended to help

1) 31 × 23
2) 43 × 29
3) 72 × 61
4) 64 × 25
5) 87 × 59
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Challenge Slide
Multiplication Master
1. Create a maths story for each calculation
2. Can you think of three different ways to solve the equations?

● 64  x  25

● 33 x 14

● 46 x 21

Formal?

Informal?

Mental strategies?

How would you estimate first?
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Kensuke’s Kingdom 
By Michael Morpurgo 

Inference 

An inference is an educated guess or assumption based on evidence. 

When answering questions it is always good to provide evidence for why you have 
assumed this.  

e.g  Sarah felt the warm wind rush through her hair as she swung her swing higher
and higher towards the bright blue sky.

I can infer from this that Sarah is at a park because she is swinging on a swing. 

I can also infer that it is the summertime because the wind is warm and the sky is 
blue. 

All questions are based on chapter 3 pg 34 – 40 

Don’t forget to include evidence in your answers. 

1) What happened to Stella Artois on February 7 (pg34)?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

2) How did the family feel when Stella fell?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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3) Why did mum cry after they got Stella back (Pg36)?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

4) Did Michael enjoy Africa (pg 36 – 37)?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

5) How do the family feel about sailing all the way to Australia (Pg 38)?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

6) Why didn’t Michael want to go to the toilet very much after his uncle told him to
watch out for the Redback spiders?

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
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To Practice using non-finite clauses. 

Writing warm-up  

Spot the mistake  

*hint: focus on comma rules.

On an ominous humid evening a skinny dark-haired boy who was 
completely alone shuffled slowly past piles of debris in a 
mysterious silent scrapyard. 

Rewrite it correctly. 

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
Clauses 

Define what a main clause is - _____________________________

______________________________________________

Define what a subordinate clause is - _________________________

______________________________________________
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Write a complex sentence describing the image above. 

e.g As the boy walked quietly through the scrapyard, he gazed curiously at the
mountains of objects.

Subordinate Clause Main Clause 
As the boy walked quietly through the 
scrapyard,  

He gazed curiously at the mountains of 
objects. 

______________________________________________ 
______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 
______________________________________________
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Non-finite clauses and main clauses are about the same subject. 

They always end in a comma.  

They always start with an “-ing” word  

Try adding non-finite clauses to the beginning of these sentences 

1) Birds circled over the scrapyard.

______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Non-finite Clauses
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2) The boy carefully reached through the twisted metal.

______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Challenge 

Try writing a full sentence using a non-finite clause. 
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Making a viewfinder.

You will need:

• A piece of paper or card
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Pencil

1) Use a ruler and pencil to draw a square in the center of
your paper or card. This square should be 6cm x 6cm

2) Use your scissors to cut out the center of the square so
there is a hole in the middle of your paper.

Using the viewfinder. 

When using your view finder, lay it down on top of the artwork you are looking at. You should 
only be able to see a small section of the artwork through the square in your viewfinder. Use 
this to answer the questions below.  

1) What can you see?
2) Are there any objects?
3) What colours are there?
4) Try sketching what you see in the view finder.

Repeat this at least 4 times with different sections of the artwork. 
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Starry N
ight – Vincent Van Gogh 
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Subordinating Conjunctions 

A conjunction is a word, or words, used to connect two clauses together. Words such 
as: 'although', 'because' or 'when'. 

e.g He was annoyed, the train had stopped.

He was annoyed because the train had stopped. 

1) Underline the subordinating conjunctions in the following sentences

The barge is shaking because the robot is splashing in the canal.  

The robot stops splashing after the barge starts sinking. 

The train stopped so the passengers could get off.  

The driver opened the doors as soon as the train reached the platform. 

2) Which of these is a subordinating conjunction? (circle the correct answer)

But and because 

3) Add subordinating conjunctions to the following sentences

When   after  

The train sped up _____________ it reached the countryside  

The robot went to sleep _____________ the train left the platform 

4) Write a sentence with a subordinating conjunction

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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